
R.Katiraie MA103 Quiz 2 Sections (1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2) 

Name.----f'&---'-'O--( __~_~_.

-~Solve the equation. 
1) 5x~ (4x - 1) = 2 

5)(- tf..t +' :=. (... 

X --r I -=?. G:~i:) 
2) -6x + 7{2x - 3) = -5 - 8x 

-~~+\4-)( -~\ ::: -5 - <6X 
~)l- '1.1 -=- .37 [:= I]-S"- 'it 
\~~ -1.\ .=- - 5" ~ /t X - 1£ 

Solve for the specified letter.
 
1


3) V =3"Bh, for h 

Solve the problem.
 
4) Bill swims at a speed of 6.6 mph in still water. The river he's in flows at a speed of 5.7 mph. How long will it
 

take Bill to swim 1.1 mi upstream? Round your answer to the nearest tenth of an hour, if necessary.
 

-tr~:: !)::~ ==~~i~5".;j ~-~~--:H-r~-J 

Find the function value. 
x-7 

5) Find f(2) when f(x) = 5x + 6 . 

6) Find g{a)- 1 when g{x) = 5x - 2. (please Simplify your answer) 

'-v A-I 



(Please simplify your answer) 7) Find g(a - 1) when g(x) =5x - 4. 

Solve the problem. 

8) The function h described by h(t):; -16t2 + 33.1t + 124.26 gives the height of a ball thrown upward with a speed 
of 33.1 feet per second from a 124.26 ft high window t seconds after it is thrown until it hits the ground. Find 
the height of the ball 1.8 seconds after it is thrown. =;:w 

~~, ~") .) ()~~...~(,:.;.~) 
Find the rate of change. Use appropriate units. 

9) ( C3.i ~ 
80 y (S" 'L.y
70 

60 

50 Afj R.dJ.. -ft~.~ = ~3 - Q 
Distance 40 5""- C) 
Traveled 

30 "",..•._.-----
in Miles 

20 
~ 

10 

1 2 3 4 5 x 

Number of Hours Spent Traveling 

Solve the problem. 
10) A deep sea diving bell is being lowered at a constant rate. After 8 minutes, the bell is at a depth of 400 feet. 

After 45 minutes the bell is at a depth of 1300 feet. What is the average rate of lowering per minute? 
• 

-- ::: 2 if.]?- !~ 
tVl'~ 

A-2 
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e._-----+-E_o\_~_·_:S_ 

. .1.. .
-

C;;olve for the specified letter.
 
1
 

1) V =-Bh, forh
3 

Solve the equation. 
2) 9x + 4(-2x - 3) = -2 - 9x 

?K-'6'J..-\'2- = -'t-9X 
'I..- -\1... =. -1,-~i... 

~j1~~~__....._..~~,~:::~._±",9,~ .. 
3) 6x - (3x - 1) = 2 

\t))(='~ 

=) \1-=1)
 
t ')(_3 ~ + \ .:=' 'L
 

'3 'I- k\ ::; 1.

Find the function value. 
4) Find g(a - 1) when g(x) = 5x - 2. (Please simplify your answer) 

:= S""Q..- s- 'L 

~:~7J 
5) Find g(a}+ 1 when g(x) = 5x + 4. (Please simplify your answer) 

x-4
6) Find £(-4) when f(x) = --.

6x +7 

~(_~:= -4--lf ... ~ _.~ --~ - - ~

~(-V+'1 -1-it1 -'7 J7 

B-1
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j?'o\~5 

~olve for the specified letter.
 

1) V = "31 Bh, forh
 

3V == Bh
 

Solve the equation. 
2) 9x + 4(-2x - 3) = -2 - 9x 

~X-<6'J.--\'2. = -'L-9X 
'I..- -\1... =. -?--~y... \t;))(=\~ 

~~,_. ~ ~"~__..."__~'::~--,±:,9,~ =3 \~=\)3) 6x - (3x - 1) = 2 

~ ')( _ 3 ~ + \ .::;:;' 1., 

'3 '" k ~ ::; 1.

Find the function value. 
4) Find g(a - 1) when g(x) = 5x - 2. (Please simplify your answer) 

'a(a.-0 :-$(0..-0 -'to	 := 50..-5'-1

.= 5et ':"'J
'-'''''''I'II/IIloIl:llIU\~~'-'-

5) Find g(a)+ 1 when g(x) = 5x + 4. (Please simplify your answer) 

x-4 
6) Find £(-4) when f(x) = 6x + 7' _.,

~(-L\;):= -4--Lf	 - ~-- -" ==- --
~(-V+"1 -1.'1+1 -, 7 If 

B-1
 



the rate of Change~riateunits) 
7) o~ ) C,.J~) 

80 Y 

70 

60
 

50
 ( §"f/~J 2.§~.)Distance 40
 

Traveled
 30 
in Miles 

20
 

10
 -
1 2 3 4 5 x ... 

Number of Hours Spent Traveling 
.. 

Solve the problem.
 
8) A deep sea diving bell is being lowered at a constant rate. After 8 minutes, the bell is at a depth of 500 feet.
 

(~. After 55 minutes the.bell is at a depth of 1800 feet. What is the average rate of low~tm~~ik;: •
 

.rSl'OV) C'S!J I'iQ~ ~«'d:L .=: as OQ~-- 5~ ~ .11r~1'e1:t_tr\ ~] 
9) Bill swims at a speed of 6.7 mph in Still water. The river h~s m:1I~ws at a speed of 2.1 mph. How long will it 

take Bill to swim 1.7 mi upstream? Round your answer t? the nearest tenth of an hour, if necessary. 

~ t,~::=--D-.s+~c.sL ::: I·7 = (). 3' / HP-.. 
JfJ2e J ~~( -'1.-.P 

~~.lf It~ 

10) The function h described by h(t) =-16t2 + 33.lt + 124.26 gives the height of a ball thrown upward with a speed 
of 33.1 feet per second from a 124.26 ft high window t seconds after it is thrown until it hits the ground. Find 
the height of the ball 1.2 seconds after it is thrown. 

hel.1-).::: -\t,( \.1.)1..+33.\ (Q)+\ 2Jf· 'L(
 

:==-llfo .11- ~~
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~\~~Name	 l, _ 

--Solve the equation. 
~ 1) 5x - (4x - 1) =2 s- X-- t )(+ \ ;:;. "L 

~	 +\ :;; 1.. 
-l -~ 

2) -6x + 7(2x - 3) = -5 - 8x 

-b ~ -+ \'f ~-1..\ .; --s - B~ 

tt· ~". _·'tt ::"~ -- ~ -.8)( 

Solvo for tho ~~!;.Od lo:r. \ (" ::.....';-,~-\)""".""~-.-.
1

3) V = 3"Bh, for h 

Solve the problem. 
4) Bill swims at a speed of 6.6 mph in still water. The river he's in flows at a speed of 5.7 mph. How long will it 

\ take Bill to swim 1.1 mi upstream? Round your answer to the nearest tenth of an hour, if necessary. 
.~ 

t 

.tf~ ~. 

Find the function value. 
x-7 

5) Find f(2) when f(x) = 5x + 6 . 

6) Find g(a)- 1 when g(x) =5x - 2. (please simplify your answer) .......-.._-_._J_.
 
~((A)-\ :' 5"G-.-J ' 

.._.,_.,......~~~~---

, C-I 



g(a-l) wheng(x)=5x-4. (please simplify your answer) 

Solve the problem. 

8) The function h described by h(t) =-16t2 + 33.1t + 124.26 gives the height of a ball thrown upward with a speed 
of 33.1 feet per second from a 124.26 £t high window t seconds after it is thrown until it hits the ground. Find 
the height of the ball 1.8 seconds after it is thrown. 

h("~:: _.\l(\,~)~~,1~\,( \- i)+\ tt. tf~ 2 b 

Find the rate of change. Use appropriate units. 
9) 

(0)0) 

Number of Hours Spent Traveling 

Solve the problem. 
10) A deep sea diving bell is being lowered at a constant rate. After 8 minutes, the bell is at a depth of 400 feet. 

After 45 minutes the bell is at a depth of 1300 feet. What is the average rate of lowering per minute? 

~~'t-- fJ\) 
'~~~~~H=~~··O\)_.. ;=. 2 if. 32,(~~. 4-00 

if~-··,· ~'(~. \1~ 

~··c-~ 

80 

70 

60 

50 

Distance 40 

Traveled 
30 

in Miles 
20 

10 

Y 

~~t) 

7-2-0'---' --S"-Q
 

1 2 3 4 5 x 
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SO\~ 

r 

l 

I-~-

~olve the equation. 

1) 7x-(3x-1)~2 

2) -8x + 4(-3x - 4) = -31- 5x 

Solve the problem. 
4) A deep sea diving bell is being lowered at a constant rate. After 10 minutes, the bell is at a depth of 600 feet. 

~ After 50 minutes the bell is at a depth of 2000 feet. What is the average rate of lowering per minute? 

Vl\~~. ~~:t I
 
( \0 kt)Oj Vt~ :: '2 ~ - ~q~, (cf\:),~
 

) 
~ ~(lit:~~~~~~ .!il~ ~~ «O~~ J.f"'- ~ ~.._-" ~~ 'lOCIIVJ 11, 

~) 2.0«> ~~ $"";" -I~ f'<> 
• 4 

5) Bill swims at a speed of 4.9 mph in still water. The river he's in flows at a speed of 2.7 mph. How long will it 
take Bill to swim 2.8 mi upstream? Round your answer to the nearest tenth of an hour, if necessary.-

_.-
111, 

("f\l \.A!<,,,,! 

D_1
 



Solve the problem. 

8) The function h described by h(t) =0 -16t2 + 33.1t + 124.26 gives the height of a ball thrown upward with a speed 
of 33.1 feet per second from a 124.26 ft high window t seconds after it is thrown until it hits the ground. Find 
the height of the ball 1.1 seconds after it is thrown. 

hCI;() ~_,';~( \.\)fi~~,~1~\\( rJj ~ 

::: Jl{f:iT""f:J'J 
llind the rate of change. Use appropriate units. 
~ 9) 

80 y 

70 

60 

50
 

Distance
 40 

Traveled 30 
in Miles 

20 

10 

123 4 5 x 

Number of Hours Spent Traveling 

Find the function value. 
10) Find g(a)- 1 when g(x) =0 5x - 5. (Please simplify your answer) 

~"""""'.."='"" " ~c,~~.' '._"]'"'_... sn I 
",~, 

-.,,, V'\. -~ 

, iNdgi!0Qlli_ 

D_2 


